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1 Introduction

The following is the recommended procedure for using the EINSCAN Pro+
3D scanner (Figure 1). While it is not the primary purpose of this devise, it
will be used to create 3D, digital models of shoe soles.

Figure 1: The EINSCAN Pro+ hand held 3D scanner

1.1 Procedure

1. Prior to use, contact IT to install the necessary software in the desired
computer. Make sure all cords for the EINSCAN Pro+ are connected to both
the scanner itself and to the computer. There will be a gray USB that will
connect directly into the computer and a black power chord that will plug
into the hub on the USB. This black cord will provide power to the scanner.

2. Launch the EinScan Pro program, located on the desktop. Select
EinScan Pro+. Select Handheld Rapid Scan mode and create a new project.
Select Non-Texture Scan, Markers/Features, and High Detail. Finish by
selecting ”Apply”.

3. Open the shoe naming app and use the criteria located in the intro-
duction to this manual when naming all completed files.
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4. the Technition will then place a shoe on the shoe stand (Figure 2) and
the stand on the floor next to their chair. If the technition wishes to stand,
the shoe stand can be placed on a desk as long as no other items that could
show up in the scan are near by.

Figure 2: An Adidas Shoe positioned on a shoe stand.

5. Hold the scanner parallel to the shoe and about 12 inches above the
sole (Figure 3). To begin scanning, press the play button on the scanner
(Figure 4) to preview. Press play again to start scanning.
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Figure 3: Technion holding the 3D Scanner in the correct position to begin
the scanning process

Figure 4: The controls for the 3D scanner. The Start button is the lower,
large icon.
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6. Start moving the scanner, slowly, from the toe of the shoe to the heel
and back to the toe. Make sure to maintain, approximately, a distance of
one foot from the sole.

7. The speckled red lights in the top left corner of the screen indicate
areas that are not being captured well due to brightness (Figure 5). There
are two ways to adjust brightness and collect more detail from each shoe sole.

Figure 5: The brightness level of the scanner can be seen in this small sub-
screen.

Repeat Step 5 adjusting the brightness to capture all colors and points of
the shoe. Double click the play button on the scanner itself and then
use the plus and minus keys (Figure 4) to change the brightness while
keeping the scanner at the same distance from the shoe. Continue to
make passes on the shoe until all detail possible has been gained. It
has been seen that level five works best.

OR

While scanning, slowly move the scanner up and down during the 4th and
5th passes over the shoe.This will manually change the brightness on
the image and capture more detail on the shoe sole. Continue to make
passes on the shoe until all detail possible has been gained.
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8. After the scan has been completed, use shift and the left mouse button
to select the areas of the scan that are not the shoe (Figure 6) (ie. table,
shoe lace, stand, etc.). These portions will then turn red and are selected to
be removed (Figure 7).

Figure 6: Select the portions of the scan that do not include the sole of the
shoe.

Figure 7: The selected portions will turn red.
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9. Use the trash scan icon included on the bottom tool bar to delete
unwanted portions of the scan (Figure 8). The Final scan will resemble that
in figure 9.

Figure 8: Select the delete button at the bottom of the screen to remove
unwanted material in the scan.

Figure 9: Sample of a final, cropped image
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10. Select Finish Scan on the right tool-bar (Figure 10). Observe scan
and determine if you need to continue scan to collect additional points and
repeat steps 5-8. If you have collected all of the detail possible, select the
Create Model icon (Figure 11).

Figure 10: The ”check mark” icon on the right tool-bar finalizes the image.

Figure 11: Begin final processing.
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11.Select ”Unwatertight Model” (Figure 12)

Figure 12: Select ”Unwatertight Model”.

12. A small screen will come up following model selection. Make sure
they all match those in figure 13.
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Figure 13: Apply the settings in the image below.

13. Select save from the right hand toolbar making sure to select .stl as
the file type when naming.

14. Select scale image.
Note: Make sure that all images are saved in the correct drawer/file/directory

/digital file.
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